Hello Spring!
activity book
Help the little hungry caterpillar to get to the yummy green breakfast.

ANSWER:
crossword puzzle

1. locusts, 5. frog, 6. mouse, 7. snail

Across:
1. lading
2. bee
3. butterfly
4. turtle

Down:
1. ladybug
2. bee
3. mouse
4. snail

(Answers: 1) land
2) bee
3) butterfly
4) turtle
5) locusts
6) frog
7) mouse
8) snail)
trace the lines

Connect with us on social media
Enjoying our activity books? We’d love to hear about it! Show us your pictures!
Tag us on Instagram or Facebook or use #ASU4Kids to get featured in our stories!
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find 7 differences
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match the flowers
help the bunny get to the carrot
coloring page
connect the dots

Draw a line from dot number 1 to dot number 2, then from dot number 2 to dot number 3, 3 to 4, and so on. Continue to join the dots until you have connected all the numbered dots. Then color the picture!

ANSWER:
help the bee get to the flower
find 2 butterflies that are the same
connect the dots